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point for online innovations. Secondly, and pertaining especially to payments, the credit

“Alternative payment systems making inroads into the transaction
services industry”

card has long been the on and offline payment method of choice in the US and alternative
payment methods are especially designed to overcome certain problems associated with
the credit card. In Europe, by contrast, debit cards are used most frequently in the offline
world and we see the development of online banking based payment methods for

WORD FROM THE EDITOR

payment in e-commerce.
When it comes to the use or the future success/ failure of alternative payment schemes,
projections are not scarce. Interestingly enough, most studies underline the opportunity

Due to the high importance of alternative payment methods in the payments field and

such systems provide to merchants who can align consumer preferences with their own

also the great interest manifested by our readership in this topic, The Paypers has

interests by offering such alternatives at checkout.

exclusively dedicated its 9th issue of this newsletter to the following topic: “Alternative
payment systems making inroads into the transaction services industry”. We have asked

According to payment processing company WorldPay, the alternative payments (AP)

various players in the online payments industry about their own vision on ‘alternative

market is growing at a phenomenal rate. Today, it accounts for EUR 165 billion of global e-

payment methods’ versus card based payments, more specifically on tradition vs.

commerce transactions around the world – 22% of the total transactional value. It is

innovation in online payments and the role of alternative payment methods in this

estimated that there are currently over 230 AP schemes operating globally including: real-

context.

time bank transfer, offline credit transfer, direct debits, e-wallets, paper-based payments
and mobile payments.

As alternative payments are often seen as the answer to merchants’ quest for a
mechanism which aligns consumer preferences with their own interests, we have also

Alternative payment methods are primarily developed in the US and, apart from online

conducted an interview with Floris de Kort, CEO eCommerce at WorldPay, who discusses

banking based payment methods, are only slowly being adopted in Europe. There are a

global trends that define the behavior of online shoppers, taking into account location and

number of reasons why this is the case. Firstly, the US has the largest e-commerce market

especially payment preferences. Also, offering preferred payment methods is a major

in the world and harbors the most potential profit. This makes the country a natural focal

consideration for merchants, as the interview with WorldPay suggests.
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“WorldPay has always been interested in consumer behaviour”

between what merchants think makes consumers leave their shopping cart and what

- Exclusive interview with Floris de Kort, CEO eCommerce at WorldPay -

consumers actually say makes them abandon their purchase. Here is an example. We
interviewed 153 merchants and their feedback was that consumers generally pay
attention to such elements as the way a website looks, its navigation system and the

Floris de Kort is Managing Director WorldPay's eCommerce business

speed when completing the transaction. If navigation is complex or the speed too slow,

unit, which covers all CNP products such as the payment gateways,

they will eventually abandon their purchase.

international acquiring, alternative payments, fraud prevention and
treasury services. He has been with WorldPay since its divestment

On the other hand, consumers themselves have not mentioned these aspects at all

from RBS in 2010.

when discussing shopping cart abandonment. They were found to be keener on

Floris joined from GlobalCollect where he was Chief Commercial

transparency and costs (consumers usually leave the shopping cart if, after numerous

Officer. Prior to this Floris launched GlobalCollect's local offices in

checkouts, they find out there are unexpected costs such as a delivery fee or VAT).

San Francisco and Singapore. He is active in various industry organisations and is a

Security for both their personal data also emerged as a very important aspect, which

member of the Board of Directors of Merchant Risk Council. After joining WorldPay,

may determine why consumers leave a merchant’s website.

Floris moved from his hometown Amsterdam to Chelsea, and is now based out of the
London head office. He frequently visits the regional eCommerce offices in San

Consumers in emerging markets are very enthusiastic when it comes to online

Francisco, Amsterdam and Singapore.

shopping: not only do they expect to spend more money online than offline, but this
ascendant trend is set to continue. For instance, over 90% of consumers from China or

The Paypers: Could you share with our readers the main reasons behind WorldPay’s

India expect to spend more than 50 percent of the total outgoings online in the future.

decision to carry out the Global Online Shopper Report? In a nutshell, which are its

The availability of certain goods exclusively via the online channel may represent a

main findings?

reason for this situation. In countries like Australia, Finland and India a high percentage

WorldPay: WorldPay has always been interested in consumer behaviour for a variety

were willing to buy from merchants abroad as long as the refund policy and order

of reasons. We work closely with our customers in order to maximize the number of

tracking are clear and the name of the merchant is recognizable. The prevalence of

successful transactions on their website. To identify these successful transactions, the

mobile devices in these regions is also an important factor. China has the largest

parameters we can look at include the authorization vs. decline rate and chargebacks.

percentage of consumers that use their smartphone to purchase online (46%), closely

But we can also analyze what actually drives consumers to a particular website and

followed by India (40%).

once they are on the website in question, we can analyze what prompts them to buy or
the reasons that drive them to leave.

The Paypers: What was the sample of consumers and merchants (numbers and
profile) for the survey?

As such, we have conducted the Global Online Shopper Report to analyze consumers’

WorldPay: The report was conducted on a sample of 19,000 consumers from 15

behaviour and help our clients maximize transactions and increase their revenue.

countries including China, Germany, USA, Spain, Finland, France, Japan, Russia, Brazil,

Following the study, I have reached the conclusion that there seems to be a disconnect

UK, Mexico, Australia, Canada, Argentina and India.
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With regard to merchants, we interviewed 153 and all of them process in excess of USD 5

example, the TV is turned on and they are paying attention to it while being in front of the

million in annual turnover or in annual flow. We have also bracketed them, so there are

computer. Most people make purchases from their home in the early evening, between 6

merchants between 5 and 10, 10 and 25, 25 and 100 million.

pm and 8 pm.

The Paypers: What is the typical profile of a global online shopper?

The Paypers: What are some key regional differences in online shopping behavior that

WorldPay: First of all, I must say that the global online shopper is definitely a female but

you would like to point out?

her age varies depending on the country (somewhere around 20 in the UK and 47 in

WorldPay: In emerging markets, physical stores are less likely to be in close proximity or

China). If you check the information regarding the types of items most purchased online,

have the necessary availability, and consumers are generally more likely to carry out cross-

you will see that clothes, books or electronic products rank as the most purchased goods.

border purchases than people in Western markets. There is also a difference in the use of

The statistics are based on the frequency of the purchasing and not on the value spent for

payment methods. For instance, Western Europe and the US are much more card-driven

shopping online.

markets, whereas Asian markets are more focused on local payment types and alternative
payment methods. The average buyer varies from one country to another. For example, if

The Paypers: What are the global trends that define the behavior of online shoppers,

you compare the average UK online shopper with the average Indian online shopper, you

taking into account location – time – payment preferences?

will see a difference in age and shopping preferences.

WorldPay: First of all, there is a slow but sure transition towards mobile commerce:
consumers are moving from shopping online using a PC or laptop to actually making

The Paypers: Cart abandonment is still a huge issue for retailers. Why do online shoppers

purchases via a cellphone or iPad, particularly in emerging economies. People usually buy

leave their carts without paying?

different things when using an iPad – they are more focused on music, video and media

WorldPay: As previously mentioned, there are the unexpected costs at the end of the

streaming for example, while physical goods such as clothes or books are usually

shopping process, including VAT, delivery costs etc. Consumers expect upfront clarity

purchased via computers. If a merchant serves a particular region, the percentage of

regarding the final amount they have to pay for their purchases. Payment options,

people buying from a certain type of device may be different. Therefore, it is important for

navigation and speed have also been mentioned by consumers as reasons for cart

merchants to pay attention to their website, because a website optimised for an iPad is

abandonment.

different from a website designed solely for access via PC.
The Paypers: What prompts online shoppers to repeat a purchase in a certain web shop?
There is also a trend for more localization – not just the payment pages but the entire

WorldPay: Reliability is a major factor. If they had a good customer experience, if the

website, while also offering support and the payment pages; this business practice drives

products were delivered in time, if there were no issues and if the call center is available in

conversion. Nowadays, an increasing number of merchants have reached the scale or are

the local language, consumers will return to that website. A strategy built on reliability

finding a solution to actually do this. We would definitely call this out as a trend.

results in loyalty and brand awareness.

With regard to time spent shopping, recent studies have shown that the average time is 5

The Paypers: What would be the top four tips for merchants to improve their bottom-

to 6 hours per month. Also, a lot of people are distracted while shopping online. For

line?
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WorldPay: It is highly important to make sure costs are clear upfront. Regionalizing the

ALTERNATIVE PAYMENTS IN THE NEWS

website in the local language and offering preferred payment methods is also a major
consideration for merchants. Working with a good payments services provider that
provides full transparency and explanation on all authorizations and declines is also
important. Lastly, it is recommended to work with a solid fraud product and make sure
you find the right balance between rejecting fraudulent orders and accepting the good
ones, this balance will vary between organizations and it’s about finding the right level for
your business.

Zipmark inks contract with CardinalCommerce
Zipmark, a US-based mobile and online payments company, has inked a contract with US
alternative payments services provider CardinalCommerce, to offer Zipmark payments to
Cardinal’s more than 75,000 online merchants. Read more

Ukash inks deal with ekmPowershop.com
Voucher-based prepaid payment services provider Ukash has entered an agreement with
ekmPowershop.com, a UK-based e-commerce and email marketing platform. Read more

ALTERNATIVE PAYMENTS - STATISTICS AT A GLANCE
▪ The alternative payments market accounts for USD 165 billion of global e-

commerce transactions (22 percent of the total transactional value). The market
will jump 13 percent by 2015.
▪ There are currently over 230 AP schemes operating globally including: real-time

bank transfer, offline credit transfer, direct debits, e-wallets, paper-based payments
and mobile payments.
▪ The AP market is expected to grow by 13 percent by 2015 and within e-commerce,

spending via alternative payments will outstrip that of card payment schemes.
Growth rates of payment types vary; for example, e-wallets currently lead the way
with 36 percent of the market and this is expected to rise to 43 percent. Real-time
bank transfers only amount to 12 percent of the AP types today but this figure is
expected to rise to 20 percent by 2015.
▪ In the US, AP transactions comprise EUR 46.6 billion of online spending. In other

regions, APs have a stronger share of the payments market.
Source: Optimising your Alternative Payments: a Global View, A WorldPay insight

American Express launches PAYVE digital payment service
American Express has launched a new digital payment service dubbed PAYVE that enables
large and mid-size companies to centralize the processing of payment methods including
cheque, Buyer Initiated Payments (BIP), ACH and international wire through an electronic
platform. Read more

Qiwi, Skype to roll out new payment method
Russian-based electronic payment systems provider Qiwi has entered an agreement with
communications software Skype to roll a new payment method for Skype users in Russia.
Read more

Skrill agrees to purchase paysafecard group
UK-based global digital wallet provider Skrill has agreed to acquire paysafecard group, a
European provider of payment processing services. The total consideration for the
acquisition is up to EUR 140 million. Read more

report into the growing Alternative Payments market
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Alternative payments make a difference

changing trends are creating opportunities for start-up companies offering a

When one thinks of innovation in the retail payments space, alternative payments
are definitely on top of the mind. Over the last years, products such as PayPal,
Amazon Payments and eBillme have addressed both consumers and merchants'
need for solutions to the drawbacks associated with a credit card transaction (e.g.
credit limits, fees, lack of security etc).

plethora of alternative payment instruments.
The online and mobile payment market is expected to undergo substantial growth
with even some government institutions supporting the development of
alternative payment channels across various sectors. Until recently, startups and
non-traditional players have been the most active in the alternative payments

In general terms, alternative payment methods encompass non credit-card

space. In this context, financial institutions must take advantage of the various

payment technologies including digital wallets, mobile payments, real-time bank

options available while leveraging their consumer and merchant relationships,

transfers and offline credit transfers. While credit card companies have

existing payment infrastructure and strong fraud or risk-operational processes.

increasingly turned their focus on testing and adopting strategies to combat online

Alternative payments are definitely here to stay, so financial institutions have no

fraud spanning the globe, alternative payment systems have started to make

alternative but to play the game.

inroads into the payment services industry by cashing in on the consumers’
demand for more online payment options.
FOCUS ON: PayPal - one of the most important players in the alternative

According to research, consumers will use PayPal, Google Checkout and other

payments market

payment methods other than plastic for 23 percent of e-commerce transactions in
2016, up from 20 percent today, a report released by

Growth rates for 2011:

Forrester Research

indicates. The “U.S. Alternative Payments Forecast, 2011 to 2016” report states
that non-card payments will account for USD 110 billion worth of e-commerce
transactions in 2016, up from USD 64 billion in 2012. Forrester estimates that
consumers will spend USD 327 billion with online retailers in 2016, up from USD
226 billion this year.
While online payment services or e-commerce are more prominent in developed
economies owing to the high penetration of the internet, mobile payments have

▪

Annual revenue of USD 4.4 billion (up 28 percent y-o-y), which represents
3.7 percent of total payment volume;

▪

PayPal’s net total payment volume of USD 118 million, up 29 percent y-o-y;

▪

International business almost 50 percent of total revenue;

▪

Cross-border trade almost 25 percent of total payment volume;

▪

Merchant services processed of USD 78 million n total payment volume, up
36 percent y-o-y.

considerable reach in emerging economies like India, China, Brazil and Kenya as
there are more mobile phones than bank accounts in these countries. These
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cited as reasons why people are seeking alternative payment options. But useful

EXPERT OPINIONS

information can often be drawn without compromising the customer.

Tradition vs. Innovation and Alternative Payment
Methods

Where Innovation Rises
Payment processing is a business dominated by a few. Alternative payment companies,

By Souheil Badran

smaller, more nimble and willing to take on risks, are rightly challenging larger, traditional

Senior Vice President and General Manager, Digital River World Payments

incumbents on the value they provide. Just as online and mobile payments were led by

Digital River, Inc.

upstarts such as Paypal and Square, alternative payment providers are likely to lead the
next revolution of building identity into the payment experience to benefit both
Innovation in payment processing is often focused on the transaction

merchants and customers.

itself – helping merchants conduct sales and process payments faster
and through more convenient platforms, such as online and mobile.
But alternative payment methods have tremendous potential to drive
greater value to merchants by not just expanding reach, but also
deepening the merchant-customer relationship.
Alternative payments can capture data about a customer beyond the details of the

Alternative payments — the answer to merchants’
quest for a mechanism which aligns consumer
preferences with their own interests? (I)

transaction itself. If, for example, an alternative payment provider can help identify what
customer segment a buyer is in, that information can be leveraged to help merchants

By Tricia Lines Hill

present more targeted product and service choices.

SVP, Business Development & Marketing,
First Atlantic Commerce

Targeting the Individual
As an example, search marketing and online advertising do more than simply bring in

We have seen robust growth in alternative online payment solutions for

customers. They provide deep, rich information about each customer: what interests

all online merchants in the past decade, and the alternative payment

them, how they found you, their location, etc. Similarly, alternative payment methods can

market continues to grow its share of the acquiring business.

tell you a lot about the person at the other end of that transaction.
Just a decade ago, analysts and merchants did not hold up much hope
Guarding Privacy

for the alternative payment industry. Yankee Group analyst Christine

Certainly care needs to be exercised in protecting privacy and sharing of customer

Loebar told the Ecommerce Times in 2001 that alternative payment

information. Concerns about credit card and other personal information are frequently

methods in the US, for example, were “not gathering steam”. She said
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it was a typical catch 22 in that consumers were reluctant to adopt a new web payment

alternative online payments. As merchants expand to

method if not widely accepted online, and merchants were reluctant to set up alternative

global markets, they are faced with consumers wanting to

systems until consumers were comfortable using them.

make

purchases

using

familiar

local

payment

options. While in North America credit cards are the
Today, however, merchants are embracing all sorts of alternative payment methods in an

preferred payment option, this is not the case in other

effort to acquire and retain their customers. It is more a question of which alternative

major global markets. Merchants that offer alternative (to

payment methods to implement, as opposed to whether or not to use them at all.

credit cards) payment options report both increased sales
and better brand satisfaction.

Consumers and merchants are driving the alternative payment option marketplace as they
search for new ways to pay and get paid. For both, alternative payment offers

While merchants recognize the need to offer alternative payment options, such as online

convenience, flexibility and security. Merchants are finding that offering alternative

direct debit, e-wallets, prepaid cards and payments using online banking, they are also

payment options can lower their overall transaction costs, increase conversions, and

looking to implement a single integrated solution that is global in scope and easy and

create new revenue streams, while reducing chargebacks and fraudulent activity.

secure for consumers to use.

Meanwhile, consumers want the merchant to accept the payment method they want to
use. We know that different demographic groups tend to gravitate toward different
payment options. And while alternative payment methods certainly appeal to the
underbanked and unbanked for obvious reasons, all types of consumers including those
that hold credit cards, are adopting convenient alternative payment methods.

At Optimal we have been able to assist merchants in identifying what local payment
options they should be offering and then providing our NETBANX online payment gateway
for the consolidated processing of both credit cards and alternative payment methods on
a global scale. Using our integrated hosted payment pages merchants can offer consumers
a wide range of payment options to choose from in their local language. We have seen
that our global merchants that offer multiple payment option experience significant
increases in conversion at check-out with decreased shopping cart abandonment. And, by
having one gateway that consolidates many payment options, they find it easier to
manage their business and achieve PCI compliance requirements.
At the end of the day, online businesses and consumers are looking for the same thing:

Alternative payments — the answer to merchants’
quest for a mechanism which aligns consumer
preferences with their own interests? (II)

convenient, secure payment options. From our experience, those merchants that make
efforts to understand local payments and the consumer preferences, and then integrate
them into their payment and marketing strategies are the ones driving global growth and
increased consumer loyalty.

By Joel Leonoff, President and CEO
Optimal Payments
In recent years Optimal Payments has seen a tremendous increase in the demand for
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Alternative payments: the answer to merchants’ quest
for a mechanism which aligns consumer preferences
with their own interests? (III)

The best approach is to ensure that websites have a dynamic payment processing solution
which holistically meets the individual local needs of customers. In doing so, merchants
can ensure that they have created the best possible opportunity to capitalise within the
markets they want to be in.

By Ajay Bhalla, President, Datacash
As online payments have become the norm for brands and merchants, it

Ralf Gladis, CEO at Computop

is inevitable that many are beginning to expand and take advantage of

“Although alternative payment methods are a critical success factor

the growth in international opportunities. Traditionally merchants have

for any international business, most new payment schemes lack

made this move by creating websites in local languages and formats to

flexibility. By offering payment guarantees, or short term settlement,
merchants

suit local customers’ preferences.

their transactions, it is clear that merchants seeking to capitalise on international
opportunities must ensure that payment processing must be holistically tailored to suit
local preferences.

bridge

the

gap

that

cards

leave.

However, when it comes to functionalities, like multiple partial

Yet, with recent research suggesting that as much as 60 percent of
shoppers are abandoning their shopping carts before the completion of

can

captures or refunds, alternative payments often can’t cover the basic
requirements

that

large

merchants

need

for

smooth

order

processing.

An area for innovation in alternative payments would be to simply close this gap. Whilst
new payment schemes still hesitate to close those gaps in flexibility compared to

Consider Turkey, a country where over 60 percent of online customers pay using credit
cards, as compared to Germany, whose customers are accustomed to paying by online

traditional cards, PSPs can be innovative in providing solutions for those missing
functionalities.“

transfer. The UK is different again – payments such as credit, debit cards and mobile

The right payment method for every online consumer

payments are prolific in this country.
Merchants are also beginning to recognise that varying consumer behavioural trends can
also dramatically affect the risk profiles for customers in each country – for instance, whilst

By Roberto Liscia,
President Netcomm
You can choose among credit or debit cards, e-wallet, pay

the use of an e-wallet for the purchase of a TV might be considered unusual in the UK, this

cash or by cheque. In other words, the financial industry

may be seen as normal behaviour in Spain.

tries to find the best mix of tools to facilitate e-commerce

Many of our merchants realise that the one-size fits all model is by no means a panacea to

and gain the trust of the most suspicious users, those

international trade, and indeed one which could significantly have an impact on revenues.

who, despite all the reassurances, are still afraid of being

In our experience, payments require a deeper insight into local preferences, payment

victims of fraud or ID theft. A large part of online shopping

landscapes and behaviour types.

in Europe is paid by credit card or PayPal. In order to strike a chord with internet users,
two elements need to be offered: ease of use (a service which is user friendly) and safety.
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Today the list of payment methods, which are welcomed by great merchants, has become

YOUR OPINION IS IMPORTANT TO US!

larger. EBA CLEARING announced the start of its MyBank technical pilot in June.

In the next editions of the Online Paypers newsletter, we will continue to focus on some of
The MyBank solution allows customers to pay for their online purchases via their e-

the most important developments and initiatives in the online payments and e-commerce

banking account. The new features are the reliability and the ease with which the service

space, structured per regions, in parallel with a series of exclusive interviews with

can be used. Via MyBank, consumers will not have to write their personal data or credit

representatives of payment services providers whose role on the online payments market

card information upon payment, but will be directed to their online account through a

is not difficult to define: Alipay, Ogone, WorldPay and Chase Paymentech.

simple click. The system will be made available all over Europe, also enabling service
improvements to clients or citizens in case of use of public services. Each instrument has

If you would like to contribute with an expert opinion on any of the topics above or make

its own specificities and MyBank is a further opportunity for those millions of customers

any other suggestions, do not hesitate to contact us at adriana@thepaypers.com.

who do not have a credit card or prefer not to use it online. There aren’t overlaps, but only
the desire to broaden the online user base.
According to research conducted by Netcomm, the Italian e-commerce consortium, 56
percent of those who have never shopped online state that they would do their first
purchase if they could pay online with their home banking. These are other aspects of the
war on cash which targets the banking system, which finds smartphones and tablets as
new allies.
Today there are already millions of consumers who have shopped online while on the go,
choosing and paying with their tablet or iPhone. This number of customers is meant to
increase, thanks to the new smartphones which have the NFC technology inside, the heart
of micropayments.
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